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+e ergonomic reliability assessment of interface design scheme for the passenger car is very practical to enhance driving safety
performance. In addition, it can significantly reduce development costs and the development cycle of the new car. From the
perspective of guiding the improvement of the central console interactive interface design of the passenger car, the most effective
method to build the ergonomic reliability assessment method of the interactive interface is to evaluate and predict the human
reliability objectively and subjectively and to design, feedback, and guide the design process of the ergonomic interface for the
passenger car. Firstly, the questionnaire survey and the classification of ergonomic reliability analysis factors are analyzed to be put
forward based on predecessors; the judgment layer factors and index layer factors of human-machine interaction interface in
automobile central console are put forward. Secondly, entropy weight method (EWM) and multiple attribute decision-making
(MADM) were used for objective evaluation and subjective evaluation, respectively. +irdly, the interaction interfaces in central
consoles of three different passenger cars are taken as examples; objective simulated experimental test based on entropy weight
method and subjective scoring evaluation based on MADM were conducted, respectively. Besides, the objective evaluation and
subjective evaluation are coupled by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. Finally, to verify the effectiveness and rationality of the
ergonomic reliability assessment method, human cognitive reliability experiments are made based on the data acquisition from
the eye-tracking experiments.

1. Introduction

Automobile reliability is an important evaluation index of
the quality of the automobile, and it is also the primary
concern of users, so automobile reliability evaluation is very
important [1]. +e reliability of automobiles and their
components is of course very crucial [2]. To some extent, it is
one of the key guarantees of vehicle safety. However, the
reliability of automobiles and their components is not
enough, which cannot fully guarantee the safety of auto-
mobiles. During driving, user’s errors may cause task failure
and even lead to serious road accidents. In fact, the safety of

automobiles is related not only to the reliability of auto-
mobiles and their components, but also to the reliability of
drivers themselves. In other words, when a car is on the road,
the reliability of the driver is also very important to ensure
the safety. In addition, if the ergonomic reliability evaluation
of the interactive interface of the cockpit center console is
carried out after the production of the automobile, the
development cost will be high and the development cycle
will be long. Full consideration of the ergonomic reliability
in the process of automobile design can greatly reduce the
development cost and shorten the development cycle. +is
can improve the efficiency of automobile design and
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production. +erefore, it is very important for automobile
manufacturers and users to take full account of human-
machine reliability in automobile design stage. So, how to
establish a reasonable ergonomic reliability evaluation
method for the interface of passenger car is very necessary.
+e following literatures support the research of this paper.

+e reliability analysis researches field about car mainly
concentrates on two aspects. Firstly, there are literatures
concerning fatigue reliability [3, 4]. +e reliability assess-
ment from the Markov process based on the fatigue life data
corresponded well [5]. Using pseudoparabolic fuzzy num-
bers, a more realistic fuzzy reliability analysis is provided for
an imprecise failure to start an automobile [6]. Secondly,
with the development of reliability analysis field [7, 8], some
literatures focus on the operational reliability of mechanical
systems under multiple sources of uncertainty [9]. It is
demonstrated that the reliability of a vehicle is very different
because of its driving [10]. +e reliability of an automobile
crankshaft is analyzed and predicted through analyzing the
time to failure [11]. A method of estimating automotive
component reliability uses field warranty repair data that
comprises early failure data [12].

Obviously, the existing analysis of automobile reliability
focuses on deepening and expanding the methods but does
not pay enough attention to the role of ergonomics which
means that automobile reliability was mainly studied based
on the automobile itself and its components but always
ignored the driver. +is paper tries to make more supple-
ment for this knowledge.

+e research of ergonomic reliability analysis method is
more and more popular, and it is considered as the key
research field of interdisciplinary penetration [13–17]. In
recent years, there are some ergonomic reliability evalua-
tions in the workplace for assessing working environment or
for specific occupations [18, 19]. Eye-tracking experiments
are used in various fields of human cognitive reliability
analysis regularly [20, 21]. Nowadays, there are some vehicle
reliability researches that mainly focused on the human
actions of simulation experiments [22, 23]; different psy-
chological tests for reliability assessment of the quality of the
human being are also frequently used method in the field of
vehicle design [24]. However, there are few related re-
searches based on interface of passenger car. After the design
scheme of interactive interface of automobile center console
is put forward, the ergonomic reliability evaluation of in-
teractive interface of automobile cockpit can be carried out
effectively before it is put into production.

+is paper presents a method to evaluate the ergonomic
reliability of the cockpit interactive interface based on the
design scheme.+e method is also suitable for cars that have
already been produced. In order to take the subjective in-
fluence of users into consideration, the entropy weight
method and MADM are applied to the establishment of
evaluation method. Various kinds of entropy are used in the
different field of reliability and risk assessment or analysis
[25]. For example, entropy combined Kriging metamodels
for reliability assessment [26]. EWM is used in the risk
assessment of floor water inrush [27]. MADM is also used in
the reliability assessment usually [28]. MADM is often

applied in subject assessment such as user activities reli-
ability evaluation [29]. Owning to the subjective and the
objective feature of ergonomic reliability, EWM combined
withMADM is suitable for ergonomic reliability assessment.
+e entropy method can be used in the car failure detection
[22]. +e approach of the entropy method combined with
MADM can play the role of complementary advantages [30]
and the approach is always applied to solve the order of
importance problem [31]. +erefore, this paper establishes a
multilevel ergonomic reliability evaluation index system for
the interactive interface of the automobile cockpit. EWM is
used to conduct the objective human-machine reliability
evaluation for the automobile cockpit [32], and MADM is
used to conduct subjective preference human-machine re-
liability evaluation for the automobile cockpit. In addition,
fuzzy mathematics is used to conduct the objective evalu-
ation of fuzzy and difficult problems in human reliability
assessment and analyze and feedback the evaluation results
and guide the design process. At last, the human cognitive
reliability experiments are proposed to verify the effec-
tiveness of these reliability assessment methods.

2. Ergonomic Reliability Assessment Method
Based on EWM-MADM

+e process of the ergonomic reliability assessment is shown
in Figure 1. At first, the assessment index system should be
built according to the characteristics of passenger car in-
terface. At second, the objective assessment based on EWM
and the subjective assessment based on MADM are carried
out owning to the perceptual and rational feature of ergo-
nomic reliability. At last, the assessment results can be
obtained.

2.1. Objective Weighting Calculation. +e concept of en-
tropy weight method (EWM) was first proposed by Shannon
and Weaver (1948). According to the degree of variation of
various factors, the entropy weight of each factor can be
calculated by information entropy. +e weight of each factor
is corrected to obtain the objective weight value of each
factor [27]. +e weight determines the important degree of
each component in system. +e objective weights are de-
termined based on +eilʼs entropy method according to the
index variability [33]. If +eilʼs entropy of a certain index is
smaller, it indicates that the degree of variation of the index
is smaller; the greater the role it can play in the compre-
hensive assessment, the greater the weight is [34]. In con-
trast, if +eilʼs entropy of a certain index is greater, it
indicates that the degree of variation of the index is greater;
the smaller the role it can play in the comprehensive as-
sessment, the smaller the weight is [35]. +eilʼs entropy is
defined in 1967 by

Ei �
1
n



n

i�1

aij

a
log

aij

a
. (1)

It is a special kind of generalized entropy measures [36].
+e great advantage of using +eilʼs entropy to measure
inequality is that it measures the contribution of the data in
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the same group and with the other group to the total gap.+e
explanatory power of the data in the same group and with
the other group on total gap is clearer, where aij is the value
of i-th index based on j-th participant, n is the number of all
factors in the index hierarchy, and a is the average value of all
factors based on the participants in the index.

Owning to good decomposition characteristic of +eilʼs
entropy, it is very suitable for calculating the weights of
multilayer indexes. Ei is separated as follows:

Ei � Eiw + Eic,
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where m is the number of factors in the index hierarchy.p
represents the number of participants:
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where Eiw represents the dissimilarity in the factors in the
index hierarchy. Eic represents the dissimilarity between the
factors in the index hierarchy:

fi �
ei


m
i�1 ei

, (i ∈ m),

Fic �
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k
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, (c ∈ k).

(4)

+e weight of every factor in the index hierarchies is

W
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(5)

where k is the number of factors in the criterion hierarchy.
Wo

c is the weight of the factor in the criterion hierarchy. Wo
i

is the weight of the factor in the index hierarchy.

2.2. SubjectiveWeightingCalculation. +e subjective weights
are determined by MADM. Multiattribute decision making
is used to sort and compare the comprehensive attribute
values of factors [37]. For example, attribute bi can make a

small difference in attribute values of all schemes, indicating
that the impact of attribute bi on decision-making and
ranking factors is smaller; on the contrary, if attribute bi can
make a big difference in attribute values of all schemes, the
impact of attribute bi on decision-making and ranking
factors is greater. +erefore, from the point of view of factor
ranking, attributes with greater differences in factor attribute
values need to be given greater weight values [38]. As for
attribute bi, the difference between factor xi and all other
factors is expressed as Gji(w).m is the number of the as-
sessment factors in the criterion or index hierarchy, p

represents the number of participants as

Gji(w) � 

p

q�1
bjiwi − bqiwi



, (j ∈ p, i ∈ m). (6)
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wi, (i ∈ m), (7)

where Gi(w) presents the total deviation of all schemes for
attribute bi. +e selection of weighted vector w should
maximize the total deviation of all attributes for all schemes.
+erefore, the construction of the objective function is
shown in
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Figure 1: +e diagram of ergonomic reliability assessment method.
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+us, the weight vector w obtained is equivalent to the
following formula:
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+e partial derivative is taken and got:
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2.3. Comprehensive Assessment. Based on the weight vector
W and membership matrix R combined by fuzzy mathe-
matics, the result of the final assessment R � (r1, r2, . . ., rt)
can be obtained
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where t is the number of research schemes. Wo
i and Ws

i are
the objective and subjective weight coefficient of each factor
layer, respectively, in formula (14). If the factor weights in
the criterion layer are calculated, Wo

i is replaced by Wo
c .

Based on the value of R vector, the results of ergonomic
reliability assessment are obtained.

3. Case Studies of Ergonomic Reliability
Assessment in the Interaction Interface

+e ergonomic system is mainly controlled by human
manipulation, monitoring, and inspection. Measuring the
human error is the premise of automobile ergonomic

reliability analysis. Human error involves many subele-
ments, and the inducing factors of these subelements has
different mechanisms.+erefore, the ergonomic reliability
analysis should not only pay attention to the various
characteristics of error response, but also pay attention to
the overall state of human-machine automobile envi-
ronment system. 22 questionnaires were received in three
weeks. Based on questionnaire survey and interview from
the experienced drivers in addition with some references
in [39, 40], as shown in Table 1, the assessment index
system about interface design of passenger car is
illustrated.

Types I, II, and III of passenger car for interaction in-
terface in automobile central console are taken as examples.
+ere are 22 participants surveyed; 12 of them have rich
experiences in driving, 10 of them are beginners who have
driving experiences of less than 5 years; the information of
participants investigated is shown in Table 2.

After certain training, the participants controlled the 3
different simulated automobile central console, gave the
scores based on the ergonomic reliability indexes, and an-
swered the questionnaires. Based on the data from the
human behavior experiments and questionnaires, the ob-
jective and subjective weights of the criterion layer can be
obtained as shown in Figure 2, whereas the objective and
subjective weights of the index layer can be received as
shown in Figure 3. In addition, objective reliability assess-
ment matrix of 3 different type calculated by entropy weight
method is shown in Table 3 and the subjective reliability
assessment matrix of 3 different type calculated byMADM is
shown in Table 4.

In Figure 4, the red curves represent the objective and
subjective ergonomic reliability assessment values of type I,
respectively; two green curves describe the objective and
subjective ergonomic reliability assessment values of type
II, respectively, in addition to two black curves describing
the objective and subjective ergonomic reliability assess-
ment values of type III, respectively. +e average values of
positions on the green curves are obviously lower compared
with those on red curves; meanwhile, they are slightly lower
than those on black curves, which means that the ergo-
nomic reliability assessment of type II is worse than that of
types I and III. Based on 16, the objective reliability as-
sessment values vector of three types is r1 � (0.34691,
0.314166, 0.338923) and the subjective reliability assess-
ment values vector of three types is r2 � (0.337622,
0.327527, 0.332524), so the total of reliability assessment
values vector about three types is r � (0.684532, 0.641693,
0.671447); the normalization of it is R � (0.342665, 0.32122,
0.336115), so, among the ergonomic reliability assessments
of types I, II, and III, type I is the best one, whereas that of
type II is worse than that of type III. +ere are some dif-
ferences between experts’ subjective experience and ob-
jective experience. In addition, after the subsequent
experimental verification, the learning efficiency of plan I is
higher than that of plans II and III, and the subjects can
remember more operating controls within a shorter time,
which can also verify the reliability of this method from
another perspective.
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4. Verification Based on Human Cognitive
Reliability Experiments

+e human cognitive reliability experiments as a kind of
objective evaluation method can be built and operated based
on eye-tracking device, the virtual models of three types of
automobile central consoles, and the multimedia interfaces
devices in the three passenger cars. +e eye-tracking ex-
periment can be analyzed according to the rational data
acquisition to find the perceptual mental activity, so the
experimental research is used to verify the validity and ef-
fectiveness of the ergonomic reliability assessment method
from a different perspective and different method.

As shown in Figure 5, hot spot plots of the participants
observing the central consoles in three different passenger
car models are drawn by eye-tracking device. In order to
evaluate the human cognitive reliability of the three cockpits,

the central console was selected for the experiment. +e
following is a one-way ANOVA and multiple comparisons.
Coefficient of variation (CV) can be used to compare the
degree of dispersion between groups. CV is standardized
according to its mean size. Although there is no dimension,
it can be objectively compared. +erefore, the coefficient of
variation is the same as the extreme difference, the standard
deviation, and the variance, reflecting the absolute value of
the degree of data dispersion [41, 42]. Its numerical value is
affected not only by the discrete degree of variable value, but
also by the average level of variable value:
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1
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, (17)

Px �
mVx

n
. (18)

In formula (15) to formula (18), n is the number of
fixation points in unimportant area, xi is i-th sampling value,
EX is the average duration of the fixation point, σx is the
standard deviation, and Vx is the coefficient of variation. M
is the total number of samples. In the course of the ex-
periment, the more the distraction of the driver using central
console is, the smaller the coefficient of variation is. In
addition, the driver’s attention is also shown by proportion
of fixation points distribution. +e more focus points are on

Table 1: Ergonomic reliability assessment index system for the interface design of passenger car.

Targeted hierarchy Criterion hierarchy
C(1) Index hierarchy I(2)

Ergonomic reliability assessment index
system for the interface design of passenger
car

C1
(1) wrong

perception

I11(2) semantical vagueness, I12(2) circumscribed sight, I13(2) bluntness
sight, I14(2) optical illusion, I15(2) time stress, and I16(2) habitual

operation.

C2
(1) memory errors

I21(2) overloaded thought, I22(2) forgetting, I23(2) faulty memory, I24(2)

attenuation intention, I25(2) reminiscent inaccuracy, I26(2) shortage of
aided memory, I27(2) overloaded information, and I28(2)

experientialism.
C3

(1) attention
invalidation

I31(2) loaded attention, I32(2) interferential vision, I33(2) overladen
absorption, and I34(2) flustered at a loss.

C4
(1) perceptual
confusion

I41(2) semantical vagueness, I42(2) biased cognition, I43(2) irrational
matching, I44 (2) weak visuality, and I45 (2) misunderstanding.

C5
(1) negligence I51(2) inadvertence, I52(2) attenuation intention, I53(2)

unconsciousness, and I54(2) excessive confidence.

C6
(1) checking
mistakes

I61(2) missed inspection, I62(2) lack of sufficient inspection, I63(2)

correctness checking to wrong targets, and I64(2) wrong checking to
right targets.

C7
(1) unsafe

operation

I71(2) shortage of important attention, I72(2) improper operation, I73(2)

unreasonable job procedures, I74(2) taking emergency apparatus
away, I75(2 cut corners, and I76(2) without protection apparatus.

C8
(1) communication

errors
I81(2) no communication, I82(2) inadequate exchange of information,

and I83(2) incorrect communication information.

Table 2: Information of participants investigated.

Age
Gender Driving experience

18–40 40–50 50–75
— 2 1 Male Car mechanics in the old days
— — 2 Male More than 30 years

— 2 — Male More than 20 years, less than 29
years

— 2 — Male More than 10 years, less than 19
years

— — 1 Male More than 5 years, less than 9
years

7 — — Male Less than 5 years

— — 1 Female More than 5 years, less than 9
years

3 — — Female Less than 5 years
— — 1 Female More than 10 years

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5
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Figure 2: +e indicator weights of the criterion hierarchy. (a) +e objective weights of the criterion hierarchy. (b) +e subjective weights of
the criterion hierarchy.
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Figure 3: +e indicator weights of the index hierarchy. (a) +e objective weights of the index hierarchy. (b) +e subjective weights of the
index hierarchy.

Table 3: Objective reliability assessment matrix of types I, II, and III obtained by entropy.

Type C1 wrong
perception

C2 memory
errors

C3 attention
invalidation

C4 perceptual
confusion

C5
negligence

C6 checking
mistakes

C7 unsafe
operation

C8 communication
errors

I 0.345932 0.329732 0.399071 0.343936 0.434908 0.308443 0.315111 0.29674
II 0.289565 0.288379 0.242416 0.329992 0.295627 0.412185 0.319321 0.341539
III 0.364503 0.381889 0.358514 0.326072 0.269465 0.279372 0.365568 0.361722
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important facilities which means that the bigger the values of
Px are, the more attentive the human body is.

+e variance analysis is carried out by using the co-
efficient of variation of the gaze point length. +e variance
analysis results of the gaze point length of the console in
three different passenger car cockpits are given. +e size of
F statistic is 12.4800. By checking the critical value table of
F distribution, p value is 0E-04. +is means rejecting the
original hypothesis that the mean values of the three
groups are all equal and accepting the alternative hy-
pothesis that the mean values of the three groups are not
all equal. +is shows that the mean of Px from the three

groups is different and has statistical significance. +is
shows that the mean of Px from the three groups is dif-
ferent and has statistical significance. In addition, Bar-
tlett’s test was used to test the homogeneity of variance,
and the result was χ2 � 10.6702, and the corresponding
p � 0.0050. +is indicates that the original hypothesis that
the variance of all groups is equal is accepted when the test
level is 1%. +erefore, it is appropriate to use the ex-
perimental data for variance analysis.

In order to further analyze which of the three groups has
the largest mean of coefficient of variation and which group
has the smallest mean of coefficient of variation, Bonferroni

Table 4: Subjective reliability assessment matrix of types I, II, and III obtained by MADM.

Type C1 wrong
perception

C2 memory
errors

C3 attention
invalidation

C4 perceptual
confusion

C5
negligence

C6 checking
mistakes

C7 unsafe
operation

C8 communication
errors

I 0.326359 0.354536 0.338501 0.336029 0.338763 0.344107 0.332517 0.332934
II 0.327428 0.317198 0.33365 0.333375 0.333067 0.324464 0.335603 0.325912
III 0.346213 0.328265 0.32785 0.330596 0.32817 0.331429 0.331879 0.341154
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Figure 4: Comparison curves of ergonomic reliability assessment values in criteria hierarchy factors.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Hot spot plots about the three types of central consoles in passenger cars. (a) Type I. (b) Type II. (c) Type III.
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method is used for multiple comparisons. Table 5 gives the
results of multiple comparisons.

+e results of multiple comparisons in Table 5 showed
that the mean of group III was 0.56303 higher than that of
type II and the P value was 0.3510, which indicated that
there was no statistical significance. Compared with type I,
the mean of type II was 1.73786 lower and the p value was
0E-04, which indicated that there was statistical signifi-
cance. Compared with type I, the mean of type III was
1.17482 lower and the p value was 0.0040, which indicated
that there was statistical significance when the test level is
0.5%. +e results of multiple comparisons show that, on
the whole, types II and III are harder to make people
concentrate, but there is no significant difference between
type II and type III. +e experimental results show that the
color scheme of types II and III is too colorful or bright,
which may lead to the user’s lack of concentration in the
driving process. Type I is more focused on the important
driving facilities, but the design of type II is not well
designed according to the size of human body. Although
the vision of cockpit of type II is wider relatively, the
joystick on the right side of human body is too close to
human body. +e cramped space of type II leads to driving
fatigue.

Because of the high frequency of the vehicle multi-
media interface in the use of passenger cars, the unrea-
sonable design of the vehicle multimedia interface is more
likely to lead to the low reliability of man-machine, so the
vehicle multimedia interface is put forward separately for
analysis. Although the gaze time distribution of the vehicle
multimedia interface is also counted during the experi-
ment, the results are not significantly different in several
groups of experiments, so they are omitted in this paper.
Figure 6 shows three representative screenshots of the hot
spot plots about multimedia interfaces. In Figure 6, it can
be found that the icons on three kinds of multimedia
interfaces have successfully attracted users’ attention.
During driving, the icon-style buttons of navigation and
telephone systems are used with supreme frequency. In

type I and type III, these two important buttons have
successfully attracted more attention from users than
some other less used buttons according to the hot spot
plots. Because the navigation system button of type II is
designed in the most inconspicuous position and the icon-
style buttons are not distinguished by different colors, the
most common of navigation system button has not suc-
cessfully attracted the attention of users. +e design of
vehicle multimedia interface in type II with the smallest
size is poorer than others.

By synthesizing the analysis results of the two ex-
periments, we can draw conclusions. +e human cognitive
reliability of type I is higher than that of type II and type
III; In addition, after the subsequent experimental veri-
fication, the learning efficiency of type I is higher than that
of types II and III, and the subjects can remember more
operating controls within a shorter time, which is con-
sistent with the analyzed results of the assessment method
based on EWM-MADM. +e conclusions show similar
analysis results with the ergonomic reliability assessment
method based on EWM-MADM to verify the validity and
availability of the ergonomic reliability assessment
method proposed in this research from another per-
spective. Ergonomic reliability assessment involves many
emotional factors which are complicated; verification
from different angles can better illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

5. Conclusions

+e reliability of man-machine system depends on the
reliability of the people. In the innovative design process,
the study of ergonomic reliability of the passenger car
interface design can reduce the development cost and
shorten the development cycle. +erefore, it is very im-
portant and practical to construct the ergonomic reliability
assessment method of the interactive interface for pas-
senger car.

Table 5: Multiple comparisons of consoles for three different types of vehicles.

A and B PA − PB p

I and II 1.73786 0E-04
I and III 1.17482 0.0040
III and II 0.56303 0.3510

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Eye-tracking experiments based on three types of multimedia interfaces in passenger car. (a) Type I. (b) Type II. (c) Type III.
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(1) On the basis of questionnaire survey and the clas-
sification of ergonomic reliability factors proposed
by predecessors, a comprehensive evaluation index
system of ergonomic reliability assessment of au-
tomotive cockpit interactive interface is established,
in which 8 indexes are established in the criterion
layer and 40 indexes are set in the index layer.

(2) In order to make full use of the complementarity
between objective weighting method and subjective
weighting method, a comprehensive weighting
method based on +eilʼs entropy and MADM is
proposed in this paper. It is the innovative in er-
gonomic reliability assessment that the weights of
multilayer indexes are calculated conveniently based
on+eilʼs entropy owning to its good decomposition
characteristic.+e objectivity and effectiveness of the
ergonomic reliability assessment index of the auto-
motive cockpit interface are improved.

(3) Based on the human cognitive reliability experi-
ments, the validity and effectiveness of the ergo-
nomic reliability assessment method can be verified
from a different perspective. +e analysis method of
eye-tracking test is innovation used in the interface
design of passenger car.

(4) +rough the example verification, this method can
not only scientifically evaluate ergonomic reliability
of the automotive cockpit interface, but also put
forward reasonable feedback according to the eval-
uation results of automotive cockpit interface design,
which has strong practicality and is an effective
ergonomic reliability assessment method for the
interaction interface of passenger car.
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